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End cable swapping!
Amplified video selector

Simplifies the connections between your
video sources and your TVs or VCRs. You can
conned up to five video signal sources and up
to three TVs or VCRs. Then, with the press of
a button, you can select any one of the video
signal sources for viewing or recording on
each TV or VCR. Five input jacks let you con-
ned up to five standard video signal sources,
such as a VCR, a video disc player, a satellite
receiver, a TV antenna and cable TV. Three
output jacks let you sent the signal sources to

up to three TVs or VCRs, so that you can view
or receive from any device at the same time.
Three built-in amplifiers eliminate almost all
signal loss caused by switching and splitting of
the TV signals, and still maintain the separa-
tion between output signals. Coaxial connec-
tors provide secure, reliable connections. High
isolation helps ensure that your video sources
do not interfere with other devices. 12 dB am-
plification. 75 -ohm cable inputs/outputs.
15-2100 79.99

Video A -B switch with infrared
remote -controlled switching
Switch between two video sources-laser disc player,
VCR, cable box, antenna or satellite system-with the
included remote or your universal remote control, with-
out leaving the comfort of your chair. All electronic,
won't wear out like mechanical switchers. 75 -ohm
inputs/outputs. Remote requires 2 "AA" batteries.
15-1957 39.99

Wireless infrared remote
extender for stereo/TV/VCR
Boost the range of any video or audio component's ex-
isting remote, and you control your video or audio
equipment from any room in the house-up to 100
feet away! Transmitter sends your commands wirelessly.
Send commands from a remote viewing or listening
room. 15-1959 49.99

Pull It All
Together
the Easy Way
As your video equipment and your taping
and viewing needs expand, you need a

simple way to connect and switch be-

tween different sources and outputs. Our

selector boxes let you connect and switch

instantly between cable VCR, satellite

dishes, laser disc players and more Stop

plugging and unplugging cables-get
your complete system set up today!

Amplified stereo
A/V selector
Stop swapping cables!
This handy little selector
box lets you just push a
button to route audio and
video signals from any
of four sources-cable,
satellite dish, VCR or laser
disc player-to a TV and
VCR. You can even view

one source at the same time you're recording another. Amplifies the video signal for
a superb picture. Comes with four sets of RCA line -level inputs for video, left and
right audio. Two line -level outputs. (TSP) 15-1951 39.99

5 -input video
selector ends
cable swapping
A compact, time -saving
control center for your
home video system. Just
push a button to select
between several video
sources and monitors to
record and view-without

swapping cables-to up to two video sources. Two banks of pushbuttons let you se -
led and record from any of five sources (antenna, cable, VCR, two aux) indepen-
dently. Directs video signal to TV for viewing and VCR for recording. With 75 -ohm
connectors. 15-1266 39.99

Stereo A/V
selector lets you
switch between
four sources
Expand the versatility of
your stereo audio/video
system with additional
input jacks, and elimi-
nate cable swapping.
Just push a single button

to choose between antenna, cable, satellite dish, VCR, laser disc, camcorder and any
other video component to output to any TV or VCR. You can also connect stereo au-
dio components like compact disc players. Comes with four sets of RCA line -level in-
puts for video, left/right audio. Line -level output.
15-1956 24.99
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Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers. Not all items in all stores-ask about our ordering service (items subject to availability)


